Step back a decade or four and experience the unique spectrum that was the 1960’s. The times they were a changing and everything from fashion to music to art and entertainment was evolving. The fight for women’s rights and civil rights, suburbanization, urban renewal, counter culture, the war in Vietnam, the moon landing, Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Kennedys; these are some of the iconic happenings of the 1960’s. They shaped the lives of the young people who lived in Huntington; what were their voices?

Join us for the opening of this exciting new exhibit. Enjoy nostalgic sweets and the 60’s fashions of Lotus Vintage. DJ J-Ro of WUSB Stony Brook Radio will be spinning discs as part of the fantabulous “Bring Your Own Vinyl” happening. This is not your great grandmother’s exhibit!

SPARKBOOM
Five Towns College, Lead Sponsor

SPARKBOOM is a project of the Huntington Arts Council funded by the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Legislature.